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Kansas City Area Grotto
Minutes
March 8, 1995

Program: Richard Cindric showed slides ofArkansas
trip showing their rock-pulling project to gain entrance to a cave they found. The slide show gave us
all a taste of the great cave theyr Found.

The meeting was called to order by Vice President
Robert Young in the MAG. Hall with 32 eavers in

As usual the ANIM at Godfathers.

Trip Reports:

Randy Bruegger, Secretary Treasurer

attendance.

Respectfully submitted

C’ Mike McKinney reported on vertical trip to Janis

Pit with Tom Howell and Brett Jarrett. (See Story)
9 Randy Bruegget reported on trip to Ennis on Feb.
18. (See story for details).

0 Breugget reported on mapping trip to Onyx Mine
eaves on March 3rd; also a trip to Fire Fork Cave.
0 Rick Hines took photo trip on March 3rd to Onyx
Mountain Caverns for MCKC with Kate Johnson
9 Richard and Jerry Cindric took a trip to Arkansas

to pull rocks out of a crack that may lead to a pit.
(See story).

Treasurers Report: .

Old Business:
§ Dave Foran reported on work done on the NCRC
training session to be held late in the year.
New Business:
0 Marion to buy survey equipment equipment, cli-

nometer, compass and tape by Mike McKinney. Sec—
onded by Mike Kirch. Vote passed.

Coming Events
Kids Trip—Contaet Mike Kitch or Mike McKinney
(913-782-3976)
Twin Cave, Oklahomau-Gating project in late
March. Contact Ron Lather.

May 5-7—Spring MVOR, Oregon County, Mis-

souri. Contacr: Jim Sherrell, 2833 Olive, St. Louis,

MO 63103. 314/535-9070 (day); 618/588-4505
(night).

May 13—MSS quarterly meeting in Rolla at 10:00

a.m. Contact KCAG Director Kate Johnson for details. 81612335494.

May IS—Wedding of Ron Latherﬁc Lorely
McGee, 6:30 pm atjacob’s Cave, Vetsaille, Mo.
All grotto members invited. Camping available
in Lorely’s yard. Call her at 314/392-2372 for

dctails-

WU

0 May meeting at Shawnee Mission park. Call Pedg—
gie Heinz, the party chairperson for information .91} July l7-21-——NSS Convention, Blacksburg, Virginia.
Contact Carol Tiderman, 7600 Pindell School Rd,
345-1796
Fulton, MD 20759, 410/792-0742.

The business meeting was concluded by unanimous

consent.
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The Month's Guano published regularly on second Wednesday.

Submit articles to editor a! least 10 days prior

to publication date—On disk use RTF. ASCII, or Word for Mac.

June 23-27, l997—NSS Convention, Sullivan, Mo.
Contact Pam Sabetton, (314) 772—6956

Kansas City Area Grotto is afﬁliated with 1119 National Speleologi-

cal Society. The Missouri Speleological Survey. and a Founding
Member of Missouri Caves 81 Karst Conservancy.

Guano subscription rate for nonmembers: $6 annually.
President: Richard Cindric. 913-262-2006
Vlce President: Bob Younger. 913-163-4524

Secretaryﬂreasurer: Randy Brueggar, 913-829-3943

Editor: Kate L. Johnson. 1705 Safari Dr.. St. Joseph. MO 54506
816-233-5494; Fax same number by appointment.

Meetings heid every second Wednesday at 7 pm. (alternate site
in May). M.A.G. Hali behind Midwest Research Institute, Volker
Blvd. Kansas City. Missouri.
Annual dues: $10 for full members (3 caving trips with KCAG and
nomination and vote of membership required).
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FORMATTONS‘ OF‘ A DIFFERENT KIND
by Ron Lather NSS 28835

Feb 18, 1995 Leader: Dwight Weaver, LOG

Participants: LOG members: Gary EEC Alberta
Zumwalt, Travis Zumwalt, Lorely McGee, Buzz C.,
Russ Cline, Curt and his son, Curt; KCAG, Ron
Lather

LOG has a project to check Maries County, Missouri

for new cave locations. This trip was to the Cliffty

Creek area which is on Missouri Department ofConservation land is located north and easr of Dixon,

Missouri. We started by going to Cliffty Creek then
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Followed the creek downstream with groups check—

ing the banks and bluffs and hollows for “new caves.u

It was a beautiful sunny warm day. We saw a lot of
ice formations coming off the bluffs. Some were 50

or 60 feet long and 30 to 40 feet wide. We went about

2 1/2 miles downstream to the spring by the road so

we walked about 1 1/2 mile on their road back to the
parking lot.

We did however manager to ﬁnd CliFFty Hollow

Cave which was known. No other caves were found.

Dwight and Russ tried to make some landowner

contacts in the same area, but no one was home.

Anyway it was a good day for a walk in the woods
along the creek

GATING PROJECT IN OKLAHOMA

Disney, Oklahoma. The cave is under the care ofThe
Nature Conservancy. On the second trip, Bill :36 I
by Ron Lather N55 28835
laid block and brick on the upper grid while the re—
maining people manned the cave and pulley system
Feb. 3-5, 1995 Leader Bill Howard, Tulsa Regional to get concrete down to the cave, then down in the
Oklahoma Grotto (TROG)
cave for the foundation at the lower grid. The brick
Participants, OK Fish SC Wildlife, Nature Conser— work was very much a pain as we had to block up a
vancy, Geology Class, Tulsa Oklahoma (7 students, 1 narrowing upward crack that was 90 degrees to the
teacher) TROG members: Bill 86 Beth Howard, Jeff main wall of the grid. It went up about 4 to 4 1/2
Fusselman, Roger Ryan, Bob Hubbard, Diana Ttuitt, feet. It took us most of the day just to brick this in.
Torn Glenn, Bob Armstrong; KCAG Ron Lather. Sixteen people in all were on this work trip.
Peddgie Heinz
The third trip was to ﬁnish the left side of the
upper block wall and plaster the block and brick. We
This was the second and third trip For the two grids started with only 6 people, midmoming one more
and a gate to protect Gray hats at Twin Cave near came, then lunch time one more came. We managed
to accomplish what we set out to do, but it was a lot
ofwork for the small number ofworkers. Bill laid the
block on the left wall, plastered the right wall and the
Insallation of
“crack.” Boy, what a nightmare of a job. The final
bat grids in Twi
Ca ve near

Disney,
Okahoma.

Upper Grid - about 2.5 ft high
/' fpﬁ
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trip is set for March 17—19 to weld in the lower
gticlwork at the gate, weld in the gtidvmtk on the

upper grid, plus clean up the cave From excess rebat

and bricks and blocks of wood, etc. Then sendend

everything back up the pulley and cables then remove
that system.
Lower Grid about 4.5 ft high
(9 {4T5-
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The big push
to finish this
project is due to

the Gray bats te-

turning the end of
March and early

April to use the

cave as a matera

nity colony.

As usual The
Nature Conser-

vancy supplied Saturday lunch and beer and sodas

after the work was done. Most of all we all had a

great time around the camp fire telling tall tales and
some even drank too much!!

ALTERNATIVE POWER SOURCES
by Andy from Leeds, United Kingdom
A Caver’s Digest discussion on the Internet

Dear Caving People,
I have found that lugging lead acid or Ni-Cd cells
around on my belt is a real pain in the arse. This
problem has become so large that I have dev0ted much
time to the solution oflightweight cave lighting problems. This project is the culmination of many hours
of ranting in caff, and hopefully will achieve univer—
sal recogntion For the great invention that it
undoubtably is....

I hereby unveil: *** Andy’s Potato Lamp ***
Now as many of you who did 0 level physics will

be aware, if you stuff two dissimilar metal electrodes
into a potato, you get a small potential diﬁcetence

across them. Conect a ﬁlament lamp mounted in a
petzl or similar headset and, lo and behold, a superb
high quality, low cost caving lamp. And then ..... the

real advantage...
If you are involved in a flooded sit-in, you can

nibble bits off the potato while waiting For the CRO.
This saves money on Mars Bars.
Opinions please, do you think it Will catch on ?
Andy

PS since I put this out on ALTCAVING, I have
been reliably informed that eating raw potato is not
a top idea as they contain a trypsin inhibitor, which
stops you digesting anything. So maybe there is unveiled a niche in the market for: “Andy’s Lemon
Lamp”

QCOIOIOOOO

No, Andy. Stay with the potato. You have a
double niche.
¥****tXXt#*#**¥*******#****X*********

** Andy’s Petato SlimmingaAid Lamp **
****************************¥¥K**X**X

Another energy source could be methane.
I propose ** Roget’s Buteombe Lamp **. Ideal
For those who cave and drink on Mendip.
A beneﬁt of this unique lighting system is the
reduction in localised bad air that can occur in caves.
Cookie, UK
I have been assured by friends who cave Frequently cave with me that a combination of several
pints ofTheakies best, plus a Bernies veggie breakfast the following morning will keep a methane
lamp burning for the longest of trips!
Glenn, UK

Front Cover

Tony Monroe checks out speleothems in Cav-

erns of Sonora of Sonora in Texas.
Tony says, “I was on Andy Karmer’s ﬁrst

trip to Caverns of Sonora, December 25-31,
1976, along with a kid from his church
named Chris Scott. We carried Andy’s gear

while he photographed on the trail. Then he

crashed a board meeting to get permission to
go off the trail. We caved with Jack Burch

(well-known Texas caver who did high-qual-

ity cave commercializations, like Caverns of

Sonora and Natural Bridge Cavern). Andy
spent an hour taking pictures with an empty

camera; Chris ate cucumbers and talked a

lot; and we all got sick. A memorable trip."
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Questions/Answers
After hours of driving in the Arkansas moun—

tains, who brieﬂy saw a gorgeous Full moon while
passing through one of the Few burgs and
couidn’t get away from powerlines for a picture?
A very frustrated phomgtaphet.
How cold does it get on a February night in
Arkansas ? In the 20’s.
How cold does it get in a cabin in Arkansas
that ieaks fight between the boards? ’Bout the
same as outside.

How much heat does a chateoal-burning
cook stove loaded with wood put out in said
cabin? About four feet above the stove in a 3—
foot diameterﬁt is warmish.

How much sleep does a caver get next to said
stove on said cold night? Very' little.
Who forgot to bring a sleeping bag? A cave:

of northwest Missouri.

How long do these cavers spend underground?
About half the time it took to drive to Arkansas.
Who drug a weary body out of Ennis and
decided to start Club 50 GrottOPThe caver nearly
halfa century old.
How long does it take to build a bonﬁre outside after discovering the pile ofwood belongs to

a KCAGer? Two minutes.
How many beer cans do savers drain on a. cold

winter night? NONE. ’Course there were a few
spelunker’s splashes consumed.
How long do these cavers sit around the roaring ﬁre? About half the time it took to drive to

Arkansas.

Who foolishly fell asleep by the ﬁre and ailegedly drooled? Not saying.
Was it worth the 10 hour drive, frozen toes

with four bags at home.
How long does it take a gto up offtozen savers and ﬁngers, and sleeping to a chorus of snores?
to get ready for a trip into Ennis? About half You bet!!!
the time it took to drive down from far regions

An Arkansas Caper and We Didn’t Get Lost This Time
The fear of death prevents us from living, not dying.

Paul C . Roud

By Mike McKinney NSS 39699

ADRENALINE induces reactions which adapt the
body to meet emergency situations (Tabers, 1977)
The Weekend of February 17. 1995 was one For
memories. Tom Howell, Brett Jarrett, and myseifleft
for Ennis Base Camp on Thursday evening. We ca—

rcened through the hills and curves ofAIkansas, passe
ing an occasional token guardrail. Those who have
braved a trip in the SPELEOVAN know the sense of
“adventure" begins long before you reach the caves.

These adrenaline rushes seemed a good “watm—up”
For the next day’s rappel.

We turned onto the access road at 01:00; only 3
miles to go to camp. The directions we had from
Randy were very exact. Still in true caver Fashion, we
zigged, zagged, and switeh-backed stealthily to assure
ourselves no one following us could discover the ex—
act location of the cave. We arrived at base camp at
01:45. Having never been to Ennis Cave, I had no

idea what to expect. For Tom and Brett this was a
return trip. They had been part of the crew who constructed the gate. A fairly new cabin provided shelter.
We turned in at 04:30 after a Futiie attempt to warm
ourselves by a coal—burning cook stove stoked with
Page?
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wood.

As the cold air Found its way into my sleeping
bags, I awoke to the rhythmic baritone resonance From
the next bunk. Being suitably tested and refreshed I

was Stunned to see it was already 05:30. I thought

that if I stayed buried deep in my sleeping bags long
enough that surely someone else would get up and

stoke the stove. Suffering from slight oxygen depri—

vation, and realizing that no one else was going to get
up before me, I emerged reluctantly from what

warmth there was. It was 05:45.
By the time the water boiled both the sun and
Brett were up. Tom soon followed.
We had no trouble ﬁnding Janis but again em—
ployed the usual evasive actions to ensure that no one
was following. We parked the SPELEOVAN on the
side of the road so no one could tell we were eavers.
Janis cave is situated at the terminal end of a ra-

about 9 feet to probably 12 feet by the time you make
it to the bottom, about 100 more feet below. As I

rappelled, I had to tie off momentarily to untie a
"birds nest” in the rope. ‘When the rope untangled

and reached cleanly to the bottom, I breathed a sigh
of relief. I untied and ﬁnished the rappel to tetra Erma.

The entrance room is about 10 feet in height with

a gravel ﬂoor. Watching someone rappel in is an awesome sight as they come down the shaft and appear
suddenly through the ceiling. It is just like standing

in the basement of a building with an elevator shaft
at one end.
On the left is a stream passage. On the right are
large pieces of breakdown and a passage currently
being dug. Straight ahead is the main passage. The

cave is generally large and open, with a few very" large
rooms.

vine with steep banks on three sides, and the cave

The stream flows into the cave from the direction
of the entrance shaft. The entrance room is void of

rocks on these banks which could cause severe injury

able jusr the same. The cave is characterized by rela-

entrance Functions as a drain. There are several large

or worse if a caver were to succumb to gravity. We

geared up, tied off, and everyone checked the tie off
knor. We were ready!
This time I would lead down the pit. I knew Brett
wouldn’t risk losing his rope, and the simple fact there

formations, yet I find the perfectly ﬂat ceiling remade

tively few formations, although some new growth was
visible on soda straws. Breakdown was every where!

We explored For several hours ﬁnding many places
we could push, but decided to keep this trip a con—

tary barrage ofirrational thoughts I had about why I

servative one, as we also wanted to cave hard the next
day in Ennis Cave. We returned to the surface and
back to base camp.

myself, right?? I placed my new rack on the rope...

Parks, Bob and Michelle Younger arrived. Those of

wasn't a second rope helped me combat the momen-

was chosen to lead. After all, I had checked the knot
something didn’t feel right. It was a different rope

than I used before and more stiff. OK. Take a deep
breath, double check. and check again.
ALL SYSTEMS G0! I THINK I CAN,
ITI—IINK I CAN! oh my God. .. 0 MY

That night Randy Bruegger, Kate Johnson, Bob

us “in the know” wore several more layers to bed. I
also learned a valuable trick: ifyou are using two sleep-

CODE! (the adrenaline rush starts)

The ﬁrst length is estimated about

35 Feet long, with rough jagged walls and

Mike McKinney

several large vertical cracks. This area is
probanyr 7 Feet in diameter the entire
way. It Stops at a landing, and continues

off to one side down to a ledge maybe

12 feet or so down. From here the pas-

sage becomes somewhat larger, slightly
elliptical, and ends the twilight zone.

From here the walls become notablyr
smooth, and gray—white. The diameter

of this shaft gradually increases from

The SPELEO VAN draws a many comments from cavers and
questions from noncavers who appreciate the artwork of
John Walsh and Lisa Frick.
Paqcﬁ
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ing bags, put them together with the zippers oppos-

ing. It's a little harder to get into, but it’s a lot warmer.
The next morning Tom sat straight up on the
bed in his bag having the first cigarette of the day.

He resembled one of those Fat, green caterpillars. I

assure you we all were quite the sight.

The entrance to Ennis is at the base of a hill,

actually below it. The entrance gate is a metal culvert covered by a metal gate designed in the shape of
a spider. Directly above is a dug out opening in the
hill created when the cave was mined for manga—

nese. This hole is constantly eroding and Frequently
you hear rocks, dirt and debris falling on top of the
culvert.
The cave is enormous. High traffic areas have

been dug out as well as steps on steep slopes. Randy
often said, “This used to be a tight crawl!” as we
walked upright through a dug channel. The cave has
a multitude of large rooms; mud fill conceals new
passageways to only imagined places. Some magniﬁcent formations.
Don't get the wrong idea, there are still plenty of
tight crawls. There is a maze that we didn’t have time
to play around in.
After a general tour close to the entrance, we set
off to ﬁnd Disney Land. It would require some ma-

jor crawling and squeezing. Enroute Michelle
Younger encountered light trouble when her new

$7 headlamp From Walmart shorted out. No prob
lem. Bob donned his trusty carbide lamp and gave
his $7 Walmart headlamp to Michelle.
We proceeded to a choice between two crawlways. Bob Ywent up the left one. It was a tight crawl,
oval shaped with a mud floor, ascending at 60 degrees to a wall where you had to turn over and go
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Michelle.

We considered the crawl but Felt it was a no-go.

We decided to push the tight crawl passage. It was

about a 30 degree incline and eye—shaped. It started
Small and got tight. Helmet and packs came OFF. Af—
ter a mud biting pinch, it opened into a small domed
area 10 feet high, 10 feet across. There was a beautiFul disk of crystals in the center of the ceiling with a
l-foot stalagmite in the very center, like some sort of
chandelier. This room would make a great club-house
for kids. The passage proceeded straight ahead to
another room with lots of mud ﬂows. This was not
Disney Land, but it was fun getting there.
Kate said while emerging from the crawl into the
ﬁrst dome “This is CAWNG!"
The way out was easier thanks to gravity. Next
destination—the Waterfall Room.
We stopped in the Breakdown Room for lunch.

Everyone did the obligatory ‘boo-hoo—hoo” breakdown sob. The room is enormous with many “open
holes” 15—20 feet deep all around. We worked our
way down to a long crawl passage which had the first
wet mud and standing water puddles we had encountered all day. You could hear the waterfall ahead. We
pressed through a crack onto a wet and slippery knob
with a rope tied onto it. Holding the rope we descended 4 0t 5 feet to an aluminum ladder and onto
the floor of the Waterfall Room.

Everything here was wet and clean. The forma—
tions were spectacular, and many were gleaming white.
Heavy miSt made it hard to see details far away. The
room is as big around as a house with a dome at least
130 to 150 feet above. The waterfall comes from the

very center of the ceiling, falling like a shower into

Bob Y’s Feet disappear up the crawl. I could have
followed, but word was passed up to wait for Bob
Y's feedback. We weren’t sure it was the way. I should
have gone so Bob Y wouldn’t have been alone. At
one point I heard something fall above me... it was

the center of the pool. The pool was about 2 to 3 feet
deep, clear with a slight aqua tinge.
There were dramatic columns and ﬂowstone all
about. The room resembled a cathedral with pipe
organs, tall pillars, complete with statues and balconies. Snow white formations called fallen angels that
once decorated the domed ceiling lay in the water.

All attempts to revive it Failed. I was just about to

down long dark passages.

straight up, I couldn’t see past that, and just watched

Bob
At this same time Michelle's light shorted out.

proceed up the crawl to find Bob’s body when his

Feet appeared ahead of me. He was OK except For a

minor insult to his ankle From slipping on a rock.
Quickly Randy had his carbide lamp operational For

There was plenty ofroom to walk comfortably around

the entire pool. Streams carried water silently away

This was the prize!! As we left the Waterfall Room,
I wanted to take another look at it from a different
perspective. Bob and I took a trail to a balcony 60
feet above but it was impossible to see the waterfall.
Paced
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sides ofthe Waterfall Room. What an experience! We
decided to head back to the cabin at this point.

The ﬁve hour trip was demanding but equally te-

warding, As we pulled and peeled our coveralls off,
we all had a sense of “afterglow".
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Ennis Cave is privately owned and a permit is

required to enter. It is a real treat to be able to use a
private campsite like this. I hope everyone who uses
it respects and appreciates it.

KCAG GOES TO THE WALL
by Mike McKinney N55

The sudden slip of my Foot on the rock brings a seating burn to my knee as it glazes over the rough sur—

The wall, called
Monster Mountain,

Great time to
think of it! If I
could...reach...that...just a little...c’mon... Arrgh!
I’ll bet I could do this easier if I wasn’t so tired! Damn,
I need to get into shape! Ok, now how do I get a little
higher? Geeze, it’s 25 feet down to the stone floor, I
don't wanna ﬁr!!! My legs are Starting to shake from
the fatigue, and my forearms feel rock hard, and my
ﬁngers... I wish I had a chalk bag. God, this is Fun!
From a height over 36 feet from the pebble-cov-

workout for me. It seems

have to wait. I haven’t made it to the top yet, but I’m
sure I will. . .in time.
Several members of KCAG met at The Great
American Gymnastics Emporium in Overland Park
to visit with fellow KCAG member and trainerlmanager Tom Howell to check out “the wall.u In attendance were myself, and Marguerite McKinney (and
kids). Mike and Amy Kirch, Bob and Michelle
Younger. The wall is an inside rock climbing wall complete with overhangs, alternating pitches, angles and
lips. There are large handholds and itty—bitty ones too.
There is sand mixed into the purple base paint to add
the authentic “sear” to scrapes and bumps, as well as

it to the top of the 36-foot, lOO-degree wall. I’ve made
it to about 28 or 30 feet up. I will build my conﬁ—

face. I wonder, should I have worn my knee pads?

cred floor, 1’“ bet the view is really something; but I’ll

traction.

After a grueling certiﬁcation process of signing li-

ability releases, initialing rules forms, and the checkbook thing, Torn puts you through the paces. You
must demonstrate the ability to tie a ﬁgure 8 knot,

proved to be quite the
an excellent place to get
into or stay in shape. It
builds conﬁdence, trust,

and concentration. It’s
indoors,

modestly

priced, and really Fun. The ﬁrst rule: Na egos allowed.
I really like that rule. Everyone else seemed to be
climbing higher and faster than me, but that was ok.
My brother~in—law came and on his virgin climb made
dence along with my strength over time.

Trainers are available who are all very helpful. You
can rent all of the necessary equipment or use your
own. You should bring your own partner to belay.
Rates: $12 per visit (from 1 to 12 hours); $4.00

for shoes and harness. Monthly rates: $25. one—time
registration fee; $32 per month. Ifyou try it and ﬁnd

you like it, the first day’s fee of $ 12 is applied toward

the registration Fee. The ﬁrst month’s fee is pro-tated
according to your starting date.
Fortunately, KCAG members are offered discounts

as follows: First visit - $6, equipment — $2, registra-

tion Fee - $15.
Hours: Monday — Friday noon to 9 pm, Saturday

and then trace it back through. That’s what holds your

9:00 « 9:00, Sunday noon - 6:00 pm. Phone: 4387775.
Watching is Free, and you can “boulder" for Free—w

use of the A.CT. (used to belay instead ofa stitchplate)

but limited to not exceeding your height.

harness to the rope. A thorough instruction on the

and a review ofpropet commands, and thenTom says,
“Climb on!”

that’s climbing around without a harness or belay,

When belaying, you have two options. You may

attach the belay rope and ACT. to your harness, or
Page?
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you can use one which is attached to the ﬂoor. The
ﬂoor—mounted belay system has two distinct advantages. 1 )The person belaying does no: need a har-

ness, therefore, it could be a friend
sget
in free . 2 )Even a small or iight—weighr person can

be your beiay without fear of being pulled either up,
Ouivara

1-35

or through the A.CT. My

E .
a

I

315131
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ak Park
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Not dra wn to seats

9—year—old and even my 6—

recommend paying For a Full membership. I ﬁnd that
I will go to the wall for a quick hour or two When I
wouldn’t ifI had to pay $12 for such a short time.
[Ed. note: 1791': {port 1': recommended :0 inmaseyour

caving abiligi Even rboug/ayou may neverpfan on climb—
ing in the “wild, ”it will not 0321:}! condition your muscle:

éutgz'veyou conﬁdence. Ray Keefer gave me some brief

year-oid can do it. I was

instruction on a rock retaining wall where I was all of2

and they had no problems

gotiate a climb in a cave instead ofblz'ndlyﬁllowing the

able to climb 15 feet or so feet aﬂthe ground. In that ivricftz'me, I learned bow to
up and “fall” from the wall £55555 a situation and determine haw ﬁestﬁwr me :0 ns-

holding me up, or letting

me down.

Ifyou try it and [ikc it, I

leader who might
Imus longer legs and more
strength ﬂame me. Even an occasional dim! )would undouétedly prove beneﬁcial]
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Hines, Rick, 16525 Orchard Ln, Stilwell, KS, 66085, 913-897-4258 NSS 37511
Howell, Tom, 816 N. Stevenson, Olathe, KS, 66061, 913—764-1288

NSS 34855

Johnson, Paul, 1425 NW 63rd, Kansas City, MO, 64118-3097, 816-741—7707
Johnson, Kate, 1705 Safari Dr, St. Joseph, MO, 64506-2554, 816-233-5494
Jones, Mike, PO. Box 32105, Kansas City, MO, 64111, 816-931—3776

NSS 35076 MSS, MCKC

NSS 32155

Keith, Richard, PO Box 30014, Kansas City, MO, 64112, 816-531-8008
Paws

Kate L. Johnson
1705 Safari Drive

St. Joseph, MO 64506-2554
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